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Figure 1: Map showing A) Gulf of Mexico with Mississippi River Delta and B) historic evolution of the delta lobes 


























Table 1: Barrier Island restoration projects for the central coast of Louisiana showing volumes (m3) of material 














Island)	 	 	 	 	
Raccoon	Island	Repair	and	Restoration	Project	(TE-106)	 1994	 	 	 	
Raccoon	Island	Breakwaters	Demonstration	(TE-29)	 1997	 	 	 	
Whiskey	Island	Restoration	(TE-27)	 1999	 4.51E+06	 	 	
Isles	Dernieres	Restoration	East	Island	(TE-20)	 1999	 2.98E+06	 	 	
Isles	Dernieres	Restoration	Trinity	Island	(TE-24)	 1999	 3.71E+06	 1.12E+07	 	
Raccoon	Island	Shoreline	Protection/Marsh	Creation	(TE-
48)	 2007	 5.62E+05	 	 	
New	Cut	Dune	and	Marsh	Restoration	Project	(TE-37)	 2007	 6.56E+05	 	 	
Whiskey	Island	Back	Barrier	Marsh	Creation	(TE-50)	 2009	 2.00E+06	 	 	
Raccoon	Island	Shoreline	Protection	and	Marsh	Creation	
(TE-48,	part	2)	 2013	 5.62E+05	 	 3.78E+06	
Late	Lafourche	Delta	Region	(Timbalier	to	East	Grand	Terre	
Island)	 	 	 	 	
Timbalier	Island	Planting	Demonstration	(TE-18)	 1996	 	 	 	
East	Timbalier	Island	Sediment	Restoration,	Phase	1	(TE-25	
and	30)	 2000	 2.02E+06	 	 	
Planting	of	a	Dredged	Material	Disposal	Site	on	Grand	Terre	
Island	(BA-28)	 2001	 	 	 	
Timbalier	Island	Dune	and	Marsh	Creation	(TE-40)	 2004	 3.52E+06	 5.54E+06	 	
East	Grand	Terre	Island	Restoration	(BA-30)	 2010	 2.40E+06	 	 	
Bayside	Segmented	Breakwaters	at	Grand	Isle	(BA-50)	 2012	 2.56E+06	 	 	
West	Belle	Pass	Barrier	Headland	Restoration	(Te-52)	 2012	 3.18E+06	 	 	
Caminada	Headland	Beach	and	Dune	Restoration	(BA-45)	 2015	 2.20E+06	 	 	
Caminada	Headland	Beach	and	Dune	Restoration	INCR2	
(BA143)	 2015	 3.78E+06	 	 1.41E+07	
Modern	Delta	Region	(East	Grand	Terre	to	Sandy	Point)	 	 	 	 	
Pass	La	Mer	to	Chaland	Pass	Restoration	(BA-38,	part	1)	 2007	 2.88E+06	 	 	
Pass	Chaland	to	Grand	Bayou	Pass	Barrier	Shoreline	
Restoration	(BA-35)	 2008	 1.90E+06	 	 	
Emergency	Berms	W8,W9,W10	 2010-2011	 	 	 	
Pelican	Island	and	Pass	(BA-38,	part	2)	 2012	 1.90E+06	 	 	
Riverine	Sand	Mining/Scofield	Island	Restoration	(BA-40)	 2013	 2.58E+06	 	 9.25E+06	




































Restoration volume pre/post 2006 by region
Pre 2006 total Post 2006 total
Figure 2: Barrier Island restoration projects for the central coast of Louisiana showing volumes 
(m3) of material used for each project. Projects are grouped by delta lobe and volumes are totaled 















Figure 3: Barrier island origin models for transgressive barriers. A) Interfluve model shows the evolution for 
4500 years from interfluve and estuary to barriers and inlet system (Hayes, 1994)  B) Deltaic headland to inner-

























































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3: Map showing A) Gulf of Mexico with Mississippi River Delta and B) historic evolution of the delta lobes 
of Mississippi River (Kulp et al. 2005) and C) barrier island chains west of the modern delta. Approximate Late 



















































































Figure 2: Model for littoral sediment transport 
from Swift (1975) after May and Tanner (1973) 
describing the (A) wave-refraction pattern and 
zones of erosion and deposition and direction of 
longshore transport (drift) along a curved section 
of coast analogous to the early stage of the 
abandoned Late Lafourche delta lobe. (B) Based 
on the curved geometry changes in energy 
density at the breaker wave energy density E 
(larger dashed line); longshore component of 
littoral wave power PL (solid line); and the 
littoral-discharge gradient ~q/~x (smaller dashed 
line) results in (C) a straighter coast over time as 


































































































































Figure 3. Barrier island geomorphic parameters for used evaluate 
changes in the geometry of the shoreface including the limit of analysis 
(LOA), shoreface break, and shoreline position, barrier island width, 

































































Figure 4: To quantify the amount of straightening that has taken place along the coast, 
the straightening index takes the ratio of the distance alongshore of the shoreline or 
isobaths to the straight-line distance from the first point to the last point. A straight coast 
would result in a 1 and increasing curvature would result in increasing values.  
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Figure 5: Regional storm selection boundary box (highlighted rectangle) for the selection of storms from 












































































Figure 7: Regional storm impact analysis using the IBTrACS storm track data to calculate the Power Dissipation 
Index (PDI) (Emanuel 2005) (blue bars) over the time span of the study and the cumulative PDI (CPDI) (red line). 
The bathymetric survey periods (dashed bars) show the relationship of regional tropical cyclone storm activity and 
when the bathymetry data was collected. The intersection of these bars and the CPDI (red line) indicate the relative 































Figure 8: The local PDI relative to the coastline reveals the variations in storm magnitude and frequency 
distributed spatially across the coast (pink dots served as collection locations) with the time in years with 
the time of the bathymetry surveys (white dotted lines).  The highest levels of PDI were in the 1850s and 
1860s and note the values of PDI immediately preceding the survey such as the peaks just before the 





































Figure 9: A). Spatially explicit PDI calculated based on IBTrACS historic storm track data. B). Bathymetric change maps for the Late Lafourche lobe showing 
erosion and deposition for the 1880s-1930s, 1930s-1980s, 1980s-2006, and 2006-2015. Notice the increasing size of the erosional zone along the shoreface in 
the first three periods an and diminished erosion and deposition in the most recent period. C). Shoreface erosion and deposition for the Late Lafourche lobe per 












































Figure 10: (a) Study area map showing selected transect (red) for calculating mean migration rates. (b) Map of 
Caminada Headland showing selected transect (A to A’) for example profiles (d). (c) Migration rates of the 
Caminada Headland shorelines (red), upper shoreface (dark blue) and lower shoreface (cyan). Positive numbers 
signify landward migration and negative numbers signify seaward migration. Representative cross-shore profile 


































Figure 11: (a) Study area map showing selected transect (red) for calculating mean migration rates. (b) Map of 
Timbalier Island showing selected transect (A to A’) for example profiles (d). (c) Migration rates of the Timbalier 
Island shorelines (red), upper shoreface (dark blue) and lower shoreface (cyan). Positive numbers signify landward 
migration and negative numbers signify seaward migration. (d) Representative cross-shore profile showing profile 
























































Figure 14: Straightening index for the Late Lafourche delta lobe showing the ratio of the distance along the 
shoreline, or average distance of groups of isobaths verses the straight-line distance from one end to the other. 















Figure 15: Example of coastal straightening from the 1880s (blue line) to 2015 (magenta line) for a selected 
isobaths (8m) from the west side of Timbalier Island to the eastern edge of Caminada Headland. Note the amount 
of straightening that has taken place where the isobaths have not moved very much on either end but the central 















Figure 14: Caminada Headland shoreface slope distributions for each of the bathymetric surveys (1880s-2015) 
separated into the A). upper shoreface (-1m to -4m), B). the lower shoreface (-4m to -9m), and C). the shoreface 
slope (-1m to -9m). Notice the tightening of the grouping in the upper shoreface over time, the steepening of the 





























































Figure 15: UNIBEST Lt results for the 1880s dataset (red), the 1880s profile data with the 2006 coastal angles 
(purple) and the corresponding change in coastal angles between the time periods (black dots). Results show the 
total sediment transport (Qs) (negative values = eastward transport and positive values = westward transport) 
based on the selected cross-shore transect at 2 km interval and the coastal angle for each dataset. The change to the 
2006 angles represents the relative straightening of the coast and the results show a reduction in transport rates at 









































































































Figure 16: UNIBEST Lt longshore transport results for the 1880s (red) and 2006 (blue) standard 
waves (solid lines) and stormy (dashed lines) wave climate scenarios.  Results illustrate that the more 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6: Map showing A) Gulf of Mexico with Mississippi River Delta and B) historic evolution of the delta lobes 










































































































































































































Figure 2: Shoreline migration rates (grey) and shoreface slopes (dark grey) for five regions of the Louisiana central coast; Isles Dernieres, Timbalier Islands, 
Caminada, Grand Isle/Grand Terre, and Modern Delta. Rates are separated into periods (P1: 1880s-1930s, P2: 1930s-1980s, P3: 1980s-2006, and P4: 2006-
2015) and slopes are shown for each time (T1: 1880s, T2:1930s, T3:1980s, T4: 2006, and T5:2015). Note the reduction in shoreline migration rates in all 
regions and the steepest slopes are in the Caminada region.  
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Figure 3: Shoreline migration rates (light grey) and upper shoreface (grey) and lower shoreface (dark grey) for five regions of the Louisiana 
central coast; Isles Dernieres, Timbalier Islands, Caminada, Grand Isle/Grand Terre, and Modern Delta. Rates are separated into periods (P1: 
1880s-1930s, P2: 1930s-1980s, P3: 1980s-2006, and P4: 2006-2015). Note the increase in landward migration of the lower shoreface and P3 and 










































































Figure 4: Design of the TE-29 breakwaters and TE-48 breakwaters and marsh 




Figure 5: Raccoon Island barrier island change parameters including: A) shoreline change map, B) migration rates; b1) shoreline b2) 
back barrier, b3) shoreface break (-4m), b4) DOC (-7m), C) slopes; c1) shoreface slope, c2) upper shoreface slope, c3) lower shoreface 






































































































Figure 6: Pass Chaland to Grand Bayou Pass Barrier Shoreline Restoration Project map showing the project 






















Figure 7: BA-35 barrier restoration project area historic barrier evolution parameters including; shoreline migration 
rates, shoreface break migration rates, shoreface slope, upper shoreface slope and lower shoreface slope. Note the 
increasing shoreface slope over time. 
D)	slopes	
A)	shoreline	map	 C)	migration	rates	
B)	cross-shore	profiles	
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Pass	Chaland	to	Grand	Bayou	Pass:	Results	
1880s	-	1930s	(Period	1)	
	 During	period	1,	the	west	side	the	shoreline	migrated	landward	(~10	m/yr)	(Fig.	7A	and	
C).		On	the	east	side,	Grand	Bayou	Pass	migrated	to	the	east	resulting	in	the	erosion	of	the	inner	
marsh	where	the	channel	bifurcates.		This	event	is	reflected	in	the	localized	increase	in	the	
landward	shoreline	migration	rates	(>20m/yr)	(Fig.	7A).		Higher	landward	migration	of	the	lower	
shoreface	(Fig.	7E)	is	evident	in	transects	265	and	275	profiles	(blue	to	green	lines)	(Fig.	7B).	
1930s	-	1980s	(Period	2)	
	 In	period	2,	Grand	Bayou	Pass	was	constricted	as	the	spit	on	the	east	encroached	onto	
the	inlet	and	resulted	in	the	seaward	migration	of	the	shoreline	(Fig.	7A	and	C).		This	
progradation	event	is	evident	in	profile	265	where	the	upper	shoreface	(~13,750m	cross-shore	
distance)	is	below	0m	for	the	1880s	(blue)	and	1930s	(green)	and	then	emerges	(~0.5	m)	in	the	
1980s	(red)	(Fig.	7B).		The	mean	migration	rates	for	period	2	along	the	shoreface	show	a	slight	
increase	in	the	landward	rate	of	the	upper	shoreface	and	a	decrease	in	the	landward	migration	
rate	of	the	lower	shoreface	compared	to	period	1	(Fig.	7E).		Slope	analysis	shows	that	the	upper	
shoreface	slope	increased	across	the	entire	reach	while	the	lower	shoreface	maintained	a	
similar	slope	to	the	previous	period	(Fig.	7D).		
1980s	–	2006	(Period	3)	
	 In	period	3,	the	island	was	breached	(fragmentation	in	shoreline	rate	results)	in	several	
locations	due	to	storm	induced	erosion	during	the	2005	hurricane	season.		The	mean	rate	of	
shoreline	retreat	was	(>5m/yr)	but	these	rates	do	not	include	any	areas	where	the	shoreline	no	
longer	exists	along	that	transect.		Although	the	mean	shoreline	rate	was	moderate	the	physical	
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change	on	the	shoreline	was	dramatic	it	was	just	in	the	form	of	shoreline	submergence	rather	
than	migration.		The	most	significant	changes	in	this	period	were	along	the	shoreface	as	the	
mean	rates	for	the	lower	shoreface	increased	to	greater	than	23	m/yr	(Fig.	7E)	which	resulted	in	
a	steepening	of	all	shoreface	slopes	(Fig.	7B	and	D).		
2006	–	2015	(Period	4)	
	 After	the	widespread	erosion	from	the	2005	hurricanes	the	BA-35	project	was	
implemented	in	2009	constructing	beach	and	dune	using	1.9	x	106	m3	of	sand.	The	results	of	
this	effort	are	evident	in	the	2015	shorelines	(Fig.	7A)	(magenta)	as	a	continuous	beach	and	
back	barrier	across	the	front	of	Bay	Joe	Wise.		The	upper	portion	of	profile	275	shows	a	drop	in	
the	2006	elevation	(cyan)	due	to	the	breach	and	a	reemergence	in	2015	(magenta)	due	to	the	
restoration	project	(Fig.	7B).	The	shoreface	continued	to	retreat	at	almost	the	same	rates	as	it	
did	in	period	3	with	the	upper	and	lower	shoreface	migrating	landward	at	a	rate	of	~10m/yr	and	
~20m/yr	respectively,	resulting	in	an	overall	steepening	of	the	shoreface	(Fig.	7D	and	E).		
	
Pass	Chaland	to	Grand	Bayou	Pass:	Summary	and	Discussion	
	 The	results	of	the	Pass	Chaland	to	Grand	Bayou	Pass	area	analysis	illustrate	how	the	
shoreline	rates	are	complicated	by	the	reorganization	of	the	inlet	in	periods	1	and	2	and	by	the	
breaching	and	restoration	efforts	in	periods	3	and	4	(Fig.	7A	and	C).		The	island	breaching	and	
shoreline	segmentation	that	occurred	in	period	3	due	to	the	storm,	is	not	reflected	in	the	
shoreline	statistics.		This	breaching	should	be	recognized	as	a	significant	morphological	change	
that	has	implications	on	the	resilience	of	the	back-barrier	marsh.		The	BA-35	project	
successfully	restored	the	sandy	beach	enclosing	the	seaward	side	of	Bay	Joe	Wise,	but	the	
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addition	of	sediment	to	the	shoreline	has	also	increased	the	slope	of	the	shoreface	as	the	
shoreface	has	continued	to	migrate	landward.		
The	most	significant	results	of	the	Pass	Chaland	case	study	are	that	the	shoreface	has	
migrated	landward	in	all	periods	leading	to	a	steeper	shoreface.		This	trend	has	continued	into	
period	4	at	similar	rates	as	the	stormier	period	3	which	is	the	opposite	of	many	other	areas	
where	the	shoreface	migration	rates	reduced	during	period	4.		Although	the	BA-e35	restoration	
successfully	enclosed	the	mouth	of	Bay	Joe	Wise,	the	continued	steepening	of	the	shoreface	
even	in	the	quiescent	period	4	suggest	that	this	trend	will	continue.		If	these	rates	continue,	the	
lower	shoreface	will	migrate	landward	(~20	m/yr)	at	a	higher	rate	than	the	upper	shoreface	
(~10	m/yr)	resulting	in	the	increase	in	shoreface	slope.		This	steepening	could	be	contributing	to	
the	reduction	in	sand	on	subaerial	portion	of	the	headland	by	reducing	the	erodible	portion	
shoreface	for	a	given	wave	height,	limiting	overwash	potential	(Moore	et	al.,	2010).	
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Discussion	
Although	literature	indicates	that	the	rates	of	shoreline	migration	and	barrier	thinning	
are	linked	to	the	shoreface	slope	(Bruun	1962;	Wolinsky	and	Murray	2009;	Moore	et	al.	2010),	
the	direct	causal	relationship	is	not	discernable	along	the	south-central	Louisiana	coast	over	
decadal	time	scales.		The	direct	effects	of	decadal	variation	in	the	shoreface	slope	have	less	of	
an	impact	than	other	factors	such	as	storms,	subsidence,	and	mitigation	projects	have	on	the	
corresponding	variations	in	shoreline	migration	rates.		More	data	on	shorter	time-intervals	
would	help	to	isolate	the	effects	of	shoreface	slope	resulting	from	these	other	factors.		The	
magnitude	of	change	of	the	shoreface	slopes	over	the	135-year	period	may	not	have	been	
sufficient	to	exert	a	distinct	effect	on	the	shoreline	when	analyzed	on	a	regional	scale.			
	
Lower	shoreface	
The	behavior	of	the	shoreface	as	indicated	by	the	mean	migration	rates	reveals	inter-
regional	differences	that	give	clues	to	the	trajectory	of	the	shoreface	and	the	interplay	between	
the	processes	driving	shoreface	and	shoreline	change.		The	higher	rates	of	shoreface	retreat	
during	period	3	which	were	influenced	by	the	2005	hurricane	season,	corroborate		the	
hypothesis	that	the	lower	shoreface	is	active	and	responds	with	widespread	erosion	to	storm	
disturbance	(Miner	et	al.,	2009b;	Miner	et	al.,	2009).		Not	only	is	the	lower	shoreface	sensitive	
to	storm	activity,	but	the	geometry	of	the	shoreface	in	the	alongshore	direction	can	influence	
the	response	of	the	shoreface	during	quiescent	times	(see	chapter	2).		This	pattern	can	be	
observed	in	the	return	of	the	lower	shoreface	to	progradational	in	the	Isle	Dernieres	and	Grand	
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Isle	and	Grand	Terre	regions	in	contrast	to	the	continued	landward	migration	of	the	Timbalier,	
Caminada,	and	Modern	Delta	regions	(Fig.	3).	
	
Upper	shoreface	
The	fluctuations	of	shoreface	slope	that	are	occurring	are	mostly	on	the	more	active	
upper	shoreface	(Hallermeier	1980),	as	seen	in	the	Raccoon	Island	example.		In	the	Chaland	
Pass	example,	the	entire	shoreface	is	steepening	over	time	as	the	lower	shoreface	is	migrating	
landward	at	higher	rates.		One	difference	between	these	two	locations	is	likely	the	result	of	the	
proximity	of	Ship	Shoal	to	Raccoon	Island	which	partially	protects	the	island	shoreface	from	the	
impacts	of	large	storm	events.		Ship	Shoal	attenuates	larger	waves	while	smaller	waves	still	
reach	the	shoreline	resulting	in	more	active	upper	shoreface	and	less	active	lower	shoreface.		
The	Raccoon	Island	shoreface	erosion	was	most	active	during	the	stormy	period	3	
resulting	in	steeper	shoreface	slopes.		Diminished	shoreface	erosion	and	localized	deposition	in	
periods	2	and	4	led	to	some	reduction	in	slope	in	the	calmer	periods.		
Even	though	there	is	a	recovery	of	the	shoreface	and	a	relaxing	of	the	slope	in	some	
areas	there	is	not	a	response	in	the	migration	rates	of	the	shorelines	that	can	be	separated	
from	the	other	processes,	such	as	storms,	that	dominate	the	morphologic	change	of	the	
system.	For	these	variations	in	shoreface	slope	to	have	significant	impacts	on	the	magnitude	of	
change	in	shoreface	slope	will	have	to	increase.		This	could	be	the	future	scenario	for	areas	like	
the	Chaland	Headland	where	the	trend	over	the	135-year	period	is	an	increase	in	the	rate	of	
steepening	with	few	signs	of	recovery.		
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Shorelines	
	Regardless	of	whether	the	steepness	of	the	slope	is	contributing	to	a	reduction	in	
landward	shoreline	migration	rates,	the	difference	in	shoreline	and	shoreface	migration	rates,	
by	definition,	controls	the	resulting	slopes.		A	reduction	in	shoreline	rate	and	an	increase	in	
shoreface	rates	yields	a	steeper	shoreface	(Chaland)	and	an	increase	in	shoreline	rates	and	
reduction	in	shoreface	rates	yields	and	more	relaxed	shoreface	(Raccoon).		
The	regional	comparison	of	shoreline	migration	rates	and	shoreface	slopes	indicate	that	
the	two	zones	that	have	the	largest	magnitude	of	reduction	of	landward	migration	rates	
(>15m/yr	reduction)	are	Caminada	and	Modern	Delta.		These	two	zones	are	the	locations	with	
the	most	extensive	back	barrier	marsh.		This	marsh	may	have	reduced	the	rate	of	landward	
migration	of	the	shoreline	resulting	in	a	steeper	shoreface.		
	
Sediment	Supply	
None	of	the	barriers	islands	are	sustaining	subaerial	exposure	except	for	Grand	Isle	
which	has	benefitted	by	the	combination	of	stabilization	projects,	proximity	to	Barataria	Bight,	
and	receiving	nourishment	from	the	erosion	of	Caminada	Headland.			Moore	et	al.	(2010)	found	
that	for	a	barrier	to	reach	a	steady	state	of	equilibrium	(maintain	geometry)	the	barrier	
trajectory	converges	with	the	substrate	slope	as	the	barriers	mature	(Moore	et	al.	2010;	Moore	
and	Murray	2018).		In	this	case,	the	barriers	must	be	able	to	keep	pace	long	enough	to	reach	
that	state.		Two	factors	are	limiting	the	possibilities	of	attaining	this	steady	state,	sediment	
supply	and	substrate	composition.		Moore	et	al.	(2010)	found	that	as	the	barrier	migrates	
landward	the	shoreface	is	incising	into	the	substrate	and	liberating	sediment	that	nourishes	the	
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barrier,	but	the	composition	of	the	substrate	determines	how	much	of	that	material	is	lost	as	
fines	are	entrained	in	the	water	column	and	cannot	supplement	the	barrier	(Moore	and	Murray	
2018).		In	the	MRDP,	the	substrate	is	made	up	of	deltaic	deposits	with	a	low	percentage	of	sand	
(~15%,	Georgiou	et	al.,	2011)	that	are	mostly	lost	from	the	area	as	the	shoreface	is	eroded	
leading	to	a	net	loss	of	sediment	(Miner	et	al.,	2009).	
The	monitoring	of	shoreface	migration	rates	and	trajectories	can	aid	in	the	creation	and	
updating	of	a	regional	sediment	budget	that	can	be	used	to	aid	the	allocating	limited	resources	
for	barrier	island	restoration	projects.			
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Conclusions:	
1. Regional	analysis	of	shoreface	slope	and	shoreline	migration	rates	do	not	show	a	
discernable	direct	coupling	in	south-central	Louisiana	barrier	islands	over	the	135-year	
period.		
2. Although	some	of	the	broad	conclusions	about	their	connectivity	are	clouded	by	the	
storm	activity	and	anthropogenic	interventions,	there	are	clear	advantages	to	tracking	
these	parameters	as	another	tool	to	aid	in	the	understanding	regional	long-term	
trajectories	of	the	coast.		
3. The	Raccoon	Island	and	Chaland	Headland	case	studies	show	the	how	these	tools	
include	the	shoreface	to	aid	in	the	comprehensive	understanding	of	barrier	trajectory	
through	the	interpretation	of	changes	in	long-term	barrier	island	evolution	parameters.	
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